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From 'the Editors Desk:
DELEGATION
/

A Path to Satisfied Employees and Increased Productivity
By Gerald Moscato
The complex nature of today's society offers a maximum challenge to both the superintendent and subordinate. With the knowledge and expertise needed for most
jobs escalating daily, a wise superintendent will seek
out and find capable subordinates that will share with
him phases of the managerial role.
Many times it is assumed the delegation of responsibility should be limited to those tasks that are
not routine. This is a very general statement and for
all practical purposes true, but it would be a mistake
to apply the above statement to all situations. Many of
the tasks required to keep a golf course at a highly manicured state, do fall into the above category; ie. mowing
of turf daily, changing flags daily, and the application
of chemicals weekly.
An effective superintendent will be aware of this,
thus, delegation of responsibility is a managerial technique he should develop.
Through the initiative of a confident superintendent,
who is not leary of delegating responsibility to able subordinates , an atmosphere of loyalty and expanded communication will result. These feelings will increase the
superintendent's feedback , therefore enabling him to keep
in touch with the feelings of his subordinates, the quality of their work, and in general the productivity of the entire operation.
The increased symmetry between the superintendent
and his subordinates, resulting from those feelings mentioned previous, will free the superintendent's hands,
and allow him to experiment on different phases of the
operation. Therefore, two very important by-products of
responsible delegation are, increased productivity through
experimentation and job enrichment for the delegate,
who through added responsibility can now exercise more
control over his own job, thus changing what may have
been a routine and boring task to one that is varied
and stimulating. Also, other employees will benefit,
for their jobs will become more diversified through
the superintendent's experimentation.
With management continually searching for employees that are managerial competent, delegation of authority helps train the motivated delegate in lower level
managerial decisions, thus increasing the delegate's
confidence in himself and the confidence of management
in the delegate.
The process by which the delegate is selected
should not be limited to those employees that are most
productive, but a survey should be undertaken to find
that employee that has a combination of both managerial
and work expertise.

At this point in time, the superintendent should
be careful! Selection of someone that has not been marginally productive as compared to the other employees, or
for any reason is discriminated against, may result
in an atmosphere of resentment, particularly in situations
where the delegate can exercise authority over his peers.
Before the delegate assumes responsibility, the
superintendent should clarify exactly what he expects
of him. Complete understanding between the two at this
point is of prime importance, for it will eliminate any
misunderstandings that may arise in the future . Communication should always be kept open, but the superintendent should assume a ·minimum ·profile ; otherwise
he may place undue pressure upon the delegate and unconsciously defeat what he is trying to achieve through
delegating responsibility.
Thoughful consideration should be given to the delegate's willingness to accept the authority and also the
personality of the delegate as compared to the superintendent's had best be taken into account. For regardless of the managerial and work competence of both
parties, the unwillingness of the delegate to assume
the authority and a clash of personalities will result
in decreased productivity.
As soon as the delegate assumes responsibility
he automatically aligns his goals with those of the
superintendent. If the goals of the superintendent and
organization are the same, an increase of productivity
can be expected ; for the measurement of organizational
productivity is the symmetry between the goals of the
superintendent, employees, and organization.
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UMass Herbicide Evaluations
Evaluation of experimental herbicides for crabgrass control. .
The site for the crabgrass trials was seeded in
May 1973 and had a severe infestation of crabgrass in
1973. The area was seeded to a 50 :50 (see number
basis) stand of Baron Kentucky bluegrass and Pennlawn red fescue. Mowing is twice weekly at 1-1/z".
Only 1.0 lb. actual N/ 1000 ft 2 ' has been applied as 8-6-4
this year.
Prior to the preemergence herbicide applications on
May 21, crabgrass seed was spread at the rate of 0.5 lb
seed/ 1000 ft 2 . Postemergence applications were on June
10.
Elanco EL-131 exhibited phototoxicity at both the
preemergent and postemergent applications and at all
rates (Table 9) . The turf has not yet started to recover
in these plots which indicates a residual effect. However, EL-131 did provide adequate crabgrass control even
at the 1.5 lb ai/ A rate and may warrant further testing
Crabgrass herbicide evaluations.
-Phytotoxity(O=None, . % Crabgrass
4 =Very Severe)
Rate
per lot
(lb ai/ A)
Chemical
-7 / 22-7 / 22Check
0
0
23.3
2
Balan 2.5 G
0.3
6.7
Dacthal 600
10
0
0
12
0
Tupersan
0
Amchem 72-A34
4
0
0.3
0
Amchem 72-A34
6
0
4
Amchem 72-A142
0
0
Amchem 72-A142
0
6
0
PPG-139 FL3
0.3
5
8.0
PPG-139 FL3
10
0
0.4
PPG-139 FL3
15
0.3
0
PPG-1395GV
0
4.3
5
PPG-1395GV
10
0
1.0
PPG-139 5GV
15
0
0.1
PPG-139 5GC
0
5
9.3
PPG-139 5GC
0
10
3.0
PPG-139 5GC
15
0
0
Hercules 22234
4
0
23.3
0
Hercules 25893
4
18.3
0
4
Hercules 26910
20.0
Elanco EL-131
2.0
1.5
0.3
Elanco EL-131
2.0
1.7
0.2
Elanco EL-131
2.5
3.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
Elanco EL-131
3.0
4.0
4.0
Elanco EL-131
0
1.5*
0.7
Elanco EL-131
0.4
2.0*
1.3
Elanco EL-131
0.8
2.5*
1.7
0.1
Elanco EL-131
3.0*
2.0
0.1
Elanco EL-131
4.0*
2.3
0.2
Elanco EL-131
*Postemergence, all others were preemergence\applications.
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at ower rates. Balan 2.5 G did reduce crabgrass infestation but did not eliminate it. The three PPG-139 formulati<;ms provided adequate control at the 10 and 15 lb ai/ A
rates but not at the 5 lb ai/ A rate. The three Hercules
products were not effective. The Amchem products, Tupersan, and Dacthal 600 gave excellent control.

Try our Fungicides
Herbicides
Insecticides
Liquid & Soluble Fertilizers
Wetting Agents
Specialty Items
SINCE 1939

phone 373-1394
P.O. Box 267

MARIETTA, OHIO 45750

Area Representatives:
Kenneth B. Turner, Jr., Frank Downey
John Murphy

NITROFORM®
organic nitrogen

the professwnal turfkeeper • ••
Nitroform® fertilizer is for tightfisted professional turf men and sod growers. It helps keep
costs down because it is long-lasting, slowrelease organic nitrogen .. . concentrated to
38%. Nonburning and odorless, Nitroform
also res ists leaching and builds a residual. It
comes in two forms:
For granular applications use

BLUE CHIP®organic

nitrogen

The Coursekeeper
For spray application use
TM

POWDER BLUE

organic nitrogen

The Greenskeeper

ST H 7 3 - i

HERCULES

I

Turf & Horticultural Products
Synthetics Department
HERCULES INCORPORATED
Wilmington, Delaware 19899
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TURF
NEWS
Tested by Lawn Institute
Baron Seeding Kept Free
from Weeds
by Peter S. Loft
With new cultivars such as Baron Kentucky bluegrass
increasingly being used for commercial sod as well as home
lawn plantings, how soon broadleaf weed control can be
undertaken is of considerable interest. Customary advice is
not to use phenoxy weed killers until the new turf is "old
enough to have had a mowing or two." With Baron
Kentucky bluegrass and other fine turf cultivars, earlier
weeding has proved possible at the Lawn Institute with a
-2,4-D, MCPP, dicamba combination (offered commercially
as Trimec; proportionment on an active ingredient basis
around 28% 2,4-D; 14% MCPP; and 3% dicamba, for the
' Fairway" formulation) .
A Baron seeding was made May 5 in conventional
fashion, during cool, dry weather. Because of the slow, cold
spring both weeds and grass were quite backward, the
seedlings only about an inch tall a month after planting
(unfortunately irrigation was not possible at the test site,
and sprouting had to await infrequent light rains, delaying
establishment). Nevertheless, it was decided to try Trimec
treatments on the immature Baron seeding, both at half
rate and full rate (4 pints/ A). This would catch the abundant
broadleaf weeds (mostly mustard, plantain, oxalis, wild
carrot, Abutilon, knotweed, clover, dock, thistle, ragweed,
and teasel) in a juvenile stage. The question was, could the
seedling grass "take it."
Spray treatments were made June 7. Within four days
broadleaf weed distortion indicated excellent effectiveness
of the herbicide, especially at full rate, but there was no
visible damage to nor any discoloration of the Baron
seedlings. Encouraged by this experience, another full rate
application was made June 11 on top of the half rate
treatment. Again there was no apparent injury to the
seedling grass, although the young weeds were completely
demolished by this second mopping up.
This is not to say that there may not be cases of injury
to Baron and other fine turf cultivars, from early broadleaf
weed control, depending upon local circumstances. But it
does appear that careful application of proven herbicides at
reasonable rates, can check weeds in young bluegrass sod
somewhat sooner than is generally thought advisable. The
herbicide used in this trial gets by with minimal active
ingredient because the combination is synergistic, each
component enhancing the potency of the others. We are
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convinced that Baron bluegrass, although an elite cultivar,
is no more susceptible to damage from weed control in the
seedling stage than are ordinary bluegrasses.

-·Activated Charcoal May Help
In Herbicide Detoxification
By Marvin D. Swart
Ciba-Geigy Corp.
Ardsley, New York
So you finally did it! You used a herbicide around trees
shrubbery, driveway, fence or what have you and now yo~
see those telltale fingers moving out into a nice green lawn
and the area is turning to that sickening yellow and within a
few days will probably be dead.
The herbicide was probably physically moved by an
unusually heavy rain. In all probability you're going to have
a very mad neighbor, or worse yet if the job was part of an
industrial weed control project, you stand a good chance of
losing a customer.
What do I do, you say. There are several possibilities all the way from declaring bankruptcy to paying whatever
the cost is to rectify the problem. Depending on the
herbicide used, there is a chance that the use of activated
carbon (also referred to as activated charcoal) may bail you
out of a bad situation. Activated carbon has shown
promise in the detoxification of several herbicides
including some of the ureas and certain triazines such a~
AAtrex (atrazine) and Princep (simazine).
Just what is activated carbon and why is it effective in
detoxifying these chemicals? Activated carbon is nothing
more than regular charcoal that has been especially
processed to increase the total adsorptive area, is
chemically reactive and very absorptive. This causes the
carbon to become a binding element and will attract certain
chemical molecules, tying them up and making them
unavailable for plant uptake. So in effect the chemical is
still present but in a harmless state to plants. Although this
practice shows great promise, there may be instances where
it will not always be 100 percent effective.
Research results indicate that from 100 pounds to 150
pounds of activated carbon are needed to tie up one pound
of actual atrazine or simazine. So you need to know roughly
how much active chemical is present before you apply the
carbon. One way is to estimate, which may be fairly
accurate, the other way would be to have a chemical
analysis run.
In average soil if one part per million (ppm) is found in
the surface three inches of soil this would be equivalent to
one pound actual chemical per acres; .5 ppm in three inches
is equal to 112 pound; one ppm per six-inch soil sample is
equal to two pounds per acre; .5 ppm in six inches is equal
to one pound per acre, etc.
Therefore, if 1,000 square feet are invoived and you find
(Continued on Page 7)
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Order turfgrass seed , crownvetch ground
cover and fertilizer products from the Stanford Seed Company.

@k1Eng0Sh GRASS SEED
Choose from a wide selection of th e newest turfgrass varieties developed to provide
a low-maintenance , uniform turf that res ists disease and withstands severe weather condition s.
Pre-mi xed Old English blends, and custom-ble nding for particular com mercial usages

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
BONNIEBLUE
PEN NSTAR
FYLKING
NUGGET

SYDSPORT
PRATO
MERION

FESCUES

RYEGRASS

CREEPING RED
PENN LAWN
CHEWINGS
KOKET

PENNFINE
MANHATIAN
PELO
Pa Lo Mo Ra
NOR LE A

CROWNVETCH
Excellent erosion control when the use of turfgrass is impractical , espec ially on steep sl o pes
and embankments. Its hardy plants crowd ou t weeds, require almost no maintenance , and
never have to be mowed . Get Stanford 's Penngift, Chemung or Emerald .

FERTILIZER PRODUCTS
The positive way to keep grass green , growing and healthy, year after year
Sod Food .
. ...... (12-4-8) ....... (professional formula )
Lawn Food .
. . . ( 10-8-3) . . . . . . . (u reaform organic nitrogen)
Lawn Food .
. . . .. (25-5-10) .. . .. . (with Nitroform R . the slow-release nitrogen )
Organic.
. . . . .. . .. (4-6-2 )
.. (100% natural organic nitroge n)
.. . (lawn ferti lizer with 2,4-D and Silvex)
Weed and Feed . .. ... ( 10-6-4)
Crabgrass Killer . .. .. . (10-6-4)
.. .. (lawn fertilizer with pre-emergence crabgrass kil ler)
Plus - a complete line of wild bird feed and cage bird seed .

CALL OR WRITE NOW FOR PRICE LIST

cYA

THE STANFORD
SEED COMPANY

P O. Box 230 / Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 / Phon e (215 ) 825-1 24 0
PO. Box 366/ Butta/o, N. Y 14240 / Phone (7 16) 825-3300

15 CONVENIENTLY LOCATED PLANTS ANO WAREHOUSES
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(Continued from Page 5)
one ppm in a three inch core sample, about 2.3 to 3.5 pounds
of activated carbon should be used which is equivalent to
100 to 150 pounds per pound of actual chemical on an acre
basis. In a situation such as this you will more than likely
find five ppm or more in a three-inch core, in which case the
amount of activated carbon used would be increased
accordingly.
For deactivation of atrazine or simazine it is suggested
the carbon is applied evenly over the effected area and
incorporated thoroughly with a roto-tiller type of machine
to a depth approximately as deep as you think the material
is present. This, of course, depends on soil texture, amount
of moisture received after application and how long the
material has been applied.
Incorporation to a depth of four to six inches would be
adequate for most situations of this type. Following
incorporation thoroughly water the area everyday, for three
or four days before reseeding. Under some conditions the
deactivation is not this rapid and another seeding may be
required in two to three weeks.
There are several forms of activated carbon available.
You are probably familiar with the granular type used in
aquarium filters. However, the very finely ground type is
best for the soil application discussed here - the finer the
better. Cost will be in the area of $20 per hundred pounds
and your chemical wholesaler probably has it or could get it
for you.
It could be obtained through your local brewery,
ho spital supply house or distributors of tropical fish
equipment but the cost might be a little higher.
As mentioned, this method is not a sure answer , but
does show enough promise and response to be worthy of
trying it before you throw in the towel.
Reprin ted f rom Fertiliz er Solutions, Vo lum e 16, No. 5, Septemb erOctober, 1972

For Transition Area Lawns
Kentucky 31
KENTUCKY 31, a variety of tall fescue (Festuca
arundinacea) , may solve lawn problems in the eastern areas
of the United States not suitable to either northern or
southern grasses.
Such lawn grasses as Kentucky bluegrass and bentgrass
are adapted to the cool-season area in the North , and zoysia
and bermudagrass grow well in the warm-season area in the
South. However, none of them fare especially well in the
zone that separates the two major areas. This zone, called
the transition region, covers an area extending roughly from
Washington, D.C. , to northeastern Kansas.
In research to find a grass suitable for lawns in the
problem area, ARS agronomists F . V. Juska , A. A. Hanson,
and A. W. Hovin found that Kentucky 31 was well adaptect'
for the region and that it would provide hardy, manageable,
and attractive lawn turf.
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Though tall fescue had been used on athletic fields ,
roadsides, airfields, and other areas where tough turf is
desirable , it was considered too coarse and bunchy for
lawns. And previous research had been directed primarily
toward the use of tall fescue for forage .
In studies spanning 9 years , the scientists tested two
seed mixtures, three cutting heights , and time, source, and
rate of nitrogen for their effects on turf quality. They
obtained the best results with Kentucky 31, seeded at about
6 to 8 pounds per 1,000 square feet , fertilized as indicated by
grass color throughout the growing season with ammonium
nitrate at 6 pounds per 1,000 square feet, and mowed to a
height of about 2 inches. The experiments also showed that
a pure seeding of Kentucky 31 tended to prevent
undesirable clumping that developed in tall fescuebluegrass mixtures.
Generally, Kentucky 31 is well adapted to the transition
zone for several reasons. It has good persistence under
mowing, it has satisfactory winter color, is shade tolerant,
grows well in heavy soils, will tolerate wet or dry conditions
and either acid or alkaline soils.
It is especially suited for large, expansive lawn areas
and parks where a uniform wear-resistant cover is more
important than very fine texture.
R ep rinted from Agricultural R esearch, Vol. 17, No. 12, Jun e, 1969

3336 TURF FUNGICIDE - A broad spectrum systemic fungicide that prevents and controls all 6 major
turf diseases. Non-toxi~ 1 non-mercurial.
BROMOSAN TURF FuNGICIDE - The newest
broad spectrum systemic fungicide for those persistent
problem areas or areas that have gotten out of hand.
CADDY - Economical Liquid Cadmium Fungicide.
PMAS ( 10%) - Crabgrass and Disease Control.
SPOTRETE - 75% Thi ram Fungicide.
CLEARY'S GRANULAR TURF FUNGICIDE - For snowmold, spring and summer diseases .
CAD-TRETE - Broad spectrum fungicide containing Thi ram
and Cadmium.
MCPP - Control of chickweed, knotweed, clover on bentgrass
greens and fairways, bluegrass and fescues .
MCPP-2,4-D - Controls chickweed, knotweed, dock,
dandelion, plantain, ragweed, pigweed, etc.
METHAR 80 - Controls Dallisgrass and crabgrass. Water
soluble.
METHAR 30 - A super crabgrass killer.
AMA PLUS 2,4-D - Control of Dallisgrass, silver crabgrass,
plaintain, dandelion, knotweed, chickweed, and other broadleaf weeds.
AMA (SUPER METHAR) - The new "AMA" liquid crabgrass
killer.
ALL-WET - Added to water, it allows quicker and deeper
penetration .. .enables soil to retain needed moisture.
CLEAR-SPRAY - Liquid Hygrostatic Sticker to protect
against wilt and winter kill .
TRU-GREEN - Liquid Chelating agent.
GRASS-GREENZIT - Permanent green pigment, restores
green color to dormant or discolored grass. Not a dye.
P. 0. Box 10 Somerset, N. J. 08873
CORPORATION
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Heating Elements
By James Bernard
Purpose of Turf Heating
The object of soil warming for turf is basically
to keep turf green and growing by artificial heating after
normal weather conditions are unfavorable for turf
development in the spring and fall. Since temperature
is one of the factors controlling plant growth, soil
warming techniques are designed to maintain the temperature of the soil at a high enough point as to keep the
turf growing when it would otherwise go dormant. One
of the inherent problems with warm season grasses especially is its tendency to do this in the winter months,
therefore it would be highly desirable to maintain the
turf in a viable condition throughout the year.
Turf heating involves adding heat to the root zone
of the grass plants to:
1. Keep the soil from freezing .
2. Keep the turf greener.
3. Promote new growth both root and blade.
4. To help melt snow.
Although the above objectives will vary with the
geographical location, the main object is to remove low
temperature as a limiting factor to the production of
green and healthy turf for fall and winter sports activities. The emphasis in warming southern grasses is to
maintain green color and growth in warm season grasses
and to retard frost. In northern areas, prevention of soil
freezing and reduction of snow removal on sports turf is
the main consideration.
History of Soil Warming
Probably the first use for electrical soil warming
was in Holland and Belgium as a means of forcing crops
of chickory. In 1932 Mr. C. A. Cameron Brown, as a result of earlier experiments, was able to publish details

on these experiments: The Use of Electric Heating
Cables for Hot-beds, Inst. Agric. Eng., University of Oxford . These findings concerned the use of current-carrying insulated cables.
A few years later, Mr. C. A. Cameron Brown along
with Mr. Corbett of the Kent · Glasshouse Station, devised a more simplified method of electrically heating
soils. The theory was to carry electrical energy direct to
frame - protected soil beds, by means of either cables
or transformer-fed bare iron wire buried a few inches
deep , to give regular doses of heat in each 24 hour period.
The entire system was controlled from a convenient
remote location. The object was to prove that lettuce
when grown with the use of soil heating could be had
early in the season at comparatively low cost.
England, again: began the first work on soil warming under turfgrasses, followed by Sweden, then the
United States and Canada. November 1965 saw a symposium at the Turf Section of the American Society of Agronomy reveal test work on soil warming at six turf experimental centers in North America, including the University
of Arizona; the USDA at Beltsville, Maryland ; Links Turf
Nursery in St. Louis, Missouri; Toro Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Purdue University in Indiana ; and Texas A & M University. In these centers
both warm and cool season grasses were subject to
soil warming studies.
Soil Warming in Britain, Sweden, & Canada
The Sports Turf Research Institute at Bingley, England, reported on test installations studied to determine
the feasability of using electric cables on sports turf
areas. They state that electric soil warming can be relied
on to assure soft turf regardless of the time of year,

TURF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

-~·~.

THE MAGOVERN COMPANY, INC.
EST . \896 ·INC . 1928
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57 ALLEN STREET

279 DALTON A VENUE

FAIRFIELD, CONN . 06•30
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and recommended using soil heating at 10 Watts per
square foot during periods when "off peak" electric rates
exist. A maximum of 30 hours at this rate was required to thaw frozen turf. They further report that cables
placed 6-9" apart and 6" deep to give 10 Watts of heat
per square foot, kept turf areas thawed. Liquid expansion thermostats set at 350 F and placed at the surface
of the ground were used as controls in addition to time
clocks. Frost prevention and removal were the primary
objectives of the above studies.
In England, several electric heating installations
are in operation to guarantee frost-free turf in even the
coldest winters. The first to install soil warming cables
in their grounds was the Everton Football Club at Goodison Park. Edinburgh's Murryfield rugby ground was
equipped in 1959 and a comparable system was installed
into the Arsenal Ground at Highburry.
Sweden has a number of electric and some warmwater soil warming installations.
In Canada, the effect of controlled minimum temperatures on grass plots during winter was studied in Lethbridge, Alberta. Results confirm that raising the soil Temperatures a few degrees brought non-hardy turfgrass through
the winter. Results also showed that raising the soil
temperature these few degrees would entend the growing
season of any herbaceous perennials and give them a
vigorous start in the spring. Longer use of turfgrass areas
could be made as a result.

AMERICAN RESEARCH
Soil Warming in the U.S.
Research on soil warming in the United States has
been focused on improving turf on critical use areas as
well as assuring frost-free playing conditions. Responses of bermudagrass, Merion bluegrass, St. Augustine grass, bentgrasses, Kentucky bluegrass and Zoysia
have been investigated since these are the major turfgrasses used in football fields, baseball parks, and golf
greens and fairways.
It has been reported that Kentucky bluegrass sod,
because of soil warming had increased root growth
during the winter, had an extended growth period in the
fall, had earlier growth in the spring, and had growth
throughout the season. Plastic covers decreased energy
requirements and generally favored growth but extra
attention had to be paid to removing and replacing covers
to avoid excessive temperatures and disease buildup
during variable spring weather.
Later reports confirm that soil warming can improve adverse conditions by thawing soil, melting snow,
and maintaining a more vigorous turf.
Further Tests (Purdue, England, Sweden)
Purdue University has been conducting work in the
field of soil warming longer than any other place in the
U.S. They began work in 1962 in a cooperative experiment

(Continued on Page 11)

BUNTON
M()WU.S

HEPARD
0 D C0.

S

200 SULLIVAN AVE.
EAST WINDSOR HILL
CONN. 06082
TELEPHONE 203-289-3125

o BIGROLL or PALLET
DELIVERY
o MARION BLUEGRASS
o MARION/FESCUE
o BLUEGRASS MIXTURES
o PENNCROSS BENTGRASS

•

Tl lMMIU

The Heavy Duty Line. One year
warranty on complete unit be.,.. ~ cause it is built for heavy
..,
duty commercial use.

BUNTON
LAWN LARK
Power turning, trim with either side, six forward speeds,
mows without scalping, mows grades up to 45° , rider attachqient optional. 24" to 52" cuts.
Ask about new
21", 4 H.P. self-propelled.
BUNTON TRIMMERS
Trim and edge with either
side, 8", IO", 12" cuts.
BUNTON "C-TWENTY ONE"
Heavy, reinforced frame and adjustable handles, extra-life engine,
up to 5 H.P., machined-steel
blade driver and ball bearing
steel wheels.
J

For additional information, write Dept. WT

ALLEN

LAWNMOWER CO.

20 River St., West Springfield, Mass.
Phone 733-7837 - Sales & Service
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BACK AND BEYOND
by Dr. Joseph Troll
University of Massachusetts

I,

'

This column is written primarily for Golf Course
Green Chairmen and their committees. Its intent is to
emphasize some of the adversities fine turfgrass suffered during the three-month growing period since the
last issue and what may be looked for in an ensuing
period. In addition, other pertinent and interesting information is included .
Little difficulty in maintaining turfgrass should have
been encountered during the 1974 season. Other than a
light disease infection, which occurred in early spring,
the only problem encountered was that fairway turf looked
a little tired in August if irrigation was lacking. Cases
of Dollar Spot in late summer were reported but these
occurred south of Massachusetts.
At this date most Superintendents have applied chemicals for the prevention of "Gray Snow Mold." There was
a considerable infection of Pink Snow Mold infecting
local golf greens; this infection is enhanced by prolonged
periods of cool, wet weather, not necessarily snow.
We are reasonably certain that play is not permitted
on frosted golf greens. Walking on frosted turf can rupture
the plant cells and kill plant tissue and might even injure the crowns of the plant, resulting in death of the
plant. Walking on a thawing golf green could puddle

the surface soil, causing compaction. Playing on such
greens takes its toll and the results will be seen in
the coming season.
On July 31 we held our first Turf Field Day with
150 in attendance. Nine separate turf experiments were
viewed and discussed in the morning. Lunch was held
on top of Mount Sugarloaf, followed by a talk on irrigation
and a lively discussion of turf problems by all in attendance.
Upon completion of each field experiment results
and discussion will be published in the Turf Bulletin.
The first on pre-emergence chemical crabgrass control
appears in this issue.
We were very fortunate to obtain two fifty foot
trailers. They will be placed on our turf area and used
for equipment storage, office space, and a classroom.
A basic irrigation system soon will also be installed.
Again, we want to thank the alumni, and the Massachusetts golf clubs for contributing to a much needed
turfgrass research fund . Your financial aid has helped
greatly to make research possible. Once more we have
appealed to Massachusetts golf clubs for money and it
is hoped they will continue to support the research program on an annual basis.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS
IRRIGATION SUPPLIES
POWER EQUIPMENT
CRANBERRY HIGHWAY • WEST WAREHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02576 • ( 617) 295-1553
'
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(Continued from Page 9)
between turf workers , agriculture engineers and USDA
researchers.
The Purdue team of Daniel, Barrett, and Combs reported in 1961 that under high wattage soil warmings , Kentucky bluegrass turf increased both root and top growth
during the winter months.
Dr. George McBee and associates in Texas conducted experiments to see if bermuda and St. Augustine
grasses would respond to soil warming. Good results
were reported on St. Augustine but bermuda appeared mottled under their conditions.
Plastic covers were used in Indiana and Minnesota
in conjunction with soil warming. However increased labor, complicated temperature control an diseases became more of a problem. In the colder regions it was
found that the soil warming mechanism did not produce
enough heat to melt a heavy snowfall. Mechanical snow
removal was still necessary.
Effects of Temperatures on Grasses
When planning a soil warming system, consideration must be given to the desirable soil temperature and
its effect on that grass specie. The influence of temperature has been studied in detail.
Reports from work in England confirm that Perennial
ryegrass, Roughstalk bluegrass and Bentgrasses made
no herbage growth when 4" soil temperatures at 9 a.m. were
below 40°F, grew at a greater rate than the control
plots at temperatures between 42° and 47° F if nitrogen
was available. It was also reported that roots and
rhizomes of Kentucky bluegrass had maximum growth
rates at 60°F. The temperature of the soil near the surface appeared to exert a greater influence on growth.
Later it was found out that this same species made
little top growth until the average soil temperature at
1/2" rose above 50° F . Root and rhizome growth was
greatest when soil temperatures were between 40-75°
F in the spring and 70-50° F in the fall. Rhizomes developed best in laboratory tests at 60° F and chloro-

D Chipco Spot Kleen
D Chipco Microgreen
Liquid
D Chipco Turf Herbicide"D"
D Chipco Spreader
Activator
D Chipco Thiram 75
D Chipco Crab Kleen
D Chipco Turf Herbicide
MCPP
D Chipco Buctril
D Chipco Turf Kleen
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phyll was lost between 40-50° F . Maximum top growth
was from 80-90° F and growth stopped completely after
one week of 100° F temperatures. These tests and others
like them , prove that soil temperature is probably the major
factor in root, rhizome , and blade development.
Benefits and Potentials of Turf Heating
In areas used for both football and baseball,
turf heating can be used to sustain a frost-free growing turf until the close of the fall season, then turned
off, or used in minimum amounts , to aid in the self
repair of the turf, until spring. Then the turf can be
warmed up again and active growth forced as much as
six weeks prior to the opening of baseball season.
A similar procedure could be used for golf greens ;
practice greens can be available for play whenever
weather permits outdoor activity.
Rejuvenation of existing turf can be accelerated and
new sod or seedings stimulated. This heating makes
otherwise impossible rejuvenation feasible.
Another potential benefit is the possibility of combining warm season grasses having greater wear resistance with cool season grasses for an improved turf
in cooler regions .

G

SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS
Cable Type
The basic soil warming cable can be either Polyvinyl-chloride insulated nylon-jacketed cable or mineral
insulated copper-clad cables. PVC cable is less costly
and easier to install than the mineral coated type . Cables
should be installed in a manner satisfactory for underground feeder application. The cables must not be modified to exceed the manufacturers rated power per linear
foot by lowering the total resistance through shortening
or by raising the voltage. The cables must not be placed
closer than one inch. PVC cables are limited to 5 Watts
per linear foot power output. If possible the manufacturer
should make the junctions between the heating cable
(Continued on Page 12)

Once you use a
Chipco® something.
You'll be using
Chipco® everything.
CHIPMAN DIVISION OF RHODIA INC.
New Brunswick, N .J . 08903
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and the cold leads. Below is a diagram of a typical
soil heating cable :

Soil thermostats should be placed 1" below the soilthatch interface. These may be of the liquid expansion,
differential metal expansion, or resistance types. These

l

Connection Box

Insullation

PVC Sheath

Ground
Wire
Conductors

I'
I

I

Installation Specifications
Differences in turf condition with cables placed at
4", 6", and 8" deep is negligable. Cables should be
placed at least 6" deep for protection against mechanical
damage and electrical hazards.
Cables spaced 18" apart seem to provide adequate
protection from freezing , therefore spacing in the range
of 6" -18" is recommended. The exact spacing must be
determined by considering the amount of heat to be adde<!_and cableoutput - Power supply circuits should be arranged so that
individual cables may be inspected at any time to insure
proper operation by checking current flow or power transmission. All leads carrying a potential to ground should
have disconnect switches.
Controls
Soil thermostats installed just below the soil at
1 inch depth do not give adequate anticipation of changing
weather conditions although temperatures in the soil adequately define the heat reserve.
Air temperatures have been found to be the best indicator of when heat should be applied. Air thermostats
should be shaded and exposed to free air movements that
will indicate changing environmental conditions. A sensor
elevation of 5 feet is satisfactory.

E. ROSS SAWTELLE

thermostats function as a limiting switch permitting addition of heat only when the soil temperature drops below
some particular level. These sensors should be placed so
as to control groups of cables in areas of similar use
or conditions such as bare soil sections of a football
field, or the footbald field area within a baseball park.
Use of time clocks permit the use of the system during "off-peak" hours thereby saving money on electricity.
In a large system temperature and time of operation
should be recorded to check the efficiency of the system.
Cable Installation
The insulated cables can be installed under existing turf using a modified sub-soiling tool preceded by a
rolling coulter to cut the sod. The cable is guided to the
desired depth by a rigid metal tube. With proper rolling
and watering turf can be made smooth enough for immedia te use immediately after installation. Trenching is required for the mineral insulated cables so more time is
necessary for turf recovery.
Care must be taken to prevent damage to the cables
during installation. All cables should be inspected for
damage to the insulation prior to burial. Then, each
cable must be checked after installation to insure proper
operation.
(Continued on Page 14)

SAWTELLE BROTHERS,

(1905 - 1964)

CHESTER M. SAWTELLE

Telephone SWAMPSCOTT

599-4856

565 Humphrey St. (Route 129)
(Former New Ocean House Convention Hall)
SWAMPSCOTT , MASSACHUSETTS

P.O. Box 267

-OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE -

Turf Mainleodnce Equipment dnd Supplies for Golf Courses - Perl Departments - Estates - Airports - Highways - Cemeteries - S-:hools _a nd .Colleges - lnstitutio
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... a product of
man's ingenuity!

created by
laboratory
breeding
Man 's pl ant breedin g effo rts have success fu lly
re volutioniz ed ag ric ulture an d hortic ul ture bu t neve r
Ke ntu c ky Bl ue grass. NOW , for the f irst tim e. 1 O
Y EAR S OF MAN-CONTR O LLED PA RENT AG E
BREEDING b rin gs us ADELPHI K ENT UCKY B LUEG R A SS . wit h mo st o f th e d esi r:lbtc featur63 t-1oped
for in turf'

ADELPHI ...

the "test-tube"

RATED NO. 1

lawn grass

in 7 YEARS OF UNIVERSITY TESTING for
OVERALL PERFORMANCE and THE ABILITY TO
PRODUCE MARKETABLE SEED

•

A First in Turf!

l

MAN-MADE
U.S. Plant Patent No. 3150

I

"' '

•ADELPHI GROWS NATURALLY
to a DEEPER, RICH GREEN
COLOR which it maintains
throughout the entire
growing season!
•ADELPHI YIELDS TURF OF
EXCELLENT DENSITY due to
good rhizome and
tiller development!

• ADELPHflS LOW GROWING
indicating tolerance to
close mowing!
• ADELPHI EXHIBITS GOOD
RESISTANCE TO COMMON
DISEASES such as Stripe Smut,
Leaf Spot, Typhula Snow
Mold, Crown Rot
and Leaf Rust!

For details contact:

J & L ADIKES, Inc. • VAUGHAN-JACKLIN CORP.
Jamaica, New York 11423

Bound Brook, N.J. 08805
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Energy Consumption
Experimental data from Texas A & M University indicates that the energy consumption of a soil warming
installation is influenced by varying atmospheric conditions and may be related to the number of degree days
during the heating period. An approximate linear relationship was found between kilowatt-hour consumption and
the occurance of degree days during the heating season.
An analysis of the data from the trials indicate that the
energy (Kwh) required to maintain 18.5 ° C (65 ° F) soil
temperatures when using heating densities of 10-15 watts/
.09 m2 may be expressed by the following relationship:
~wh = .91 X Degrees Days 60
(Kwh) = kilowatt hours used during the heating
9m2 of turf)

western climates. When heat is applied if the air temperature is less than 40° F and the 1 inch soil temperature is
less than 45° F, one inch temperatures can be expected to
range from 35-50° F. Operation can be limited to off-peak
hours espeClally if artificial covers are utilized before
scheduled turf use to retard heat loss during cold weather
periods.
,.-- There does not appear to be any advantage to applying
low rates of heat for long periods when compared to high
rates for short periods. However, continuous warming at
low power densities can be used in situations where
availability of power is limited or installation costs of a
higher capacity system is prohibited. Less temperature variations occur when the heat is applied while the air is
coldest and incoming solar radiation is at a minimum.

Operation Program
The program of operation depends on the use of the
turf area. Heat applications should begin as the earth
cools if improved conditions are desired for the extended
fall season. For this circumstance the warming system
is used to counteract a heat loss. Early spring heat can
be applied preceding normal soil temperature build-up.
In areas used for both football and baseball, supplementary heat can be used to sustain a viable turf until
the close of the fall season, then turned off or ~sed in
minimum amounts until air temperatures warm up in the
spring. The turf can then be thawed and active growth

ARANDREW

TURF

FARMS. INC

1331 RIVER BLVD., SUFFIELD, CONN .

For estimating purposes in locations where temperatures do not drop below -6 ° C (21 ° F ) one may assume
1 Kwh/ day per 9m 2 of heated turf to determine seasonal
energy requirements.

Power Densities
The density of heat applied will depend upon the
weather conditions and the condition desired for the
turf area. Power densities of 4.5 and 9 watts per square foot
have given satisfactory results in midwestern areas.
Even a density of 2.5 watts/ ft. 2 if left on continuously
kept the soil thawed 87% of the winter days in this same
area.
A density of about 10 watts per square foot is reccommended to sustain Kentucky bluegrass in an active
growth state throughout the winter. If such a system is
operated 10 hours per night "off-peak" when air temperature falls below 40° F and the 1 inch soil temperature
is below 50° F ; the one inch soil temperature can be expected to range from 40-55° F. A green bluegrass turf
ca n be maintained by applying heat only when the one
inch soil temperature is below 40° F . With this limit
setting the soil temperature range would be from 35-45 ° F.
A power density of 5 watts per square foot is suitable to sustain a green Kentucky bluegrass turf in mid-

TELEPHONE 203-668·2076
617·828·1065

QUALITY SOD SINCE 1957
• Merion Bluegrass
• Merion/Fescue Mixtures
• Penncross Bentgrass
• 0217 Fylking Bluegrass

• Karandrew Bluegrass Blends
All Sod Delivered on Pallets
and Unloaded on Job Site.
Over 400 Producing Areas
BOSTON AREA REPRESENTATIVE
SAMUEL S. MITCHELL
15 Longmeadow Drive
Canton, Mass.
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can be forced as much as 6 weeks before the opening of
football season.
Golf greens should be managed in a similar way so
that practice greens would be available for play whenever
weather permits. Heating greens at low wattage densities may improve winter survival and reduce winter

l

/

~~~omics

is the biggest single consideration
with large system installations, both installation and
operation costs. About 600Kw power capacity is needed
to heat a football field turf at 10 watts per square foot which
is comparable to the power used in a field lighting systern. In smaller areas, with less investment and more
return/ sq.ft. of heated turf, there is a more favorable
relationship between cost and return.

/

f

\
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Maintenance Precautions
A major problem on soil warming installations involves protecting a system from mechanical damage during
normal use, maintenance and repair of the turf area. Damage is possible from shoveling, deep aerating or skating.
Warning lights should indicate to users or workmen,
when the system is energized.

better wear tolerance and using these in cooler areas
{if the country.
It is interesting to note that in years of tests at
Purdue, no winter irrigation was required on the heated
turf plots. Apparently the additional il)f_iltr(lti9f! Qf__mQisttire from melting snow and rain Offset any increase in
evaporation expected as a result of heating. ~ Certain potential difficulties do arise however. It
seems that bluegrass plants can be over stimulated
when the temperature is maintained above 50° F at the 1
inch depth and it is suceptable to frost injury in severe
cold weather. Also when temperatures are maintained a
little above freezing with minimum air circulation, especially under heavy snow cover, snow-mold injury is possible. Therefore, regulation of temperatures along with
applications of fungicides should provide adequate protection from the above problems.

··~ :

Agronomic Considerations
Turf heating can offer a number of benefits while
at the same time some difficulties do arise.
Rejuvenation of existing turf can be stimulated by
heating. Soil warming can also have the same effect on
new sod or seedings. Since variable cold temperatures
can heave and thaw a soil, germination of new seedings
will be drastically reduced , but on heated soils where
temperatures remain more or less constant, germination
is at its highest potential.
Another possibility is the benefit of mixing coolseason grasses with warm-season grasses having a

BUSCH STADIUM
The First Commercial Application
Busch Memorial Stadium in St. Louis was the first
major commercial application in the U. S. of soil warming
to an established turfgrass facility.
Developed as a Civic Center in St. Louis, Busch Stadium was designed to accomm9date both football and
baseball activities. These two sports would keep the
field under play year-round. Therefore a tough hardy
turf was needed to produce an all-weather field for both
winter and summer play. Dr. William Daniel of Purdue,
and Raymond Freeborg an Angronomist, drew up plans
for what was the most modern professional playing field
in America. Recommendations included special soil
mixes, controlled drainage, the latest in grasses, automatic irrigation and soil warming devices.
(Continued on Page 17)
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Sometimes it's better
to hear it from some
one
else
...
Here "s what Berkleg Carter of Tuckahoe
x

Turf Farms . Slocum . R.I. has to sag about

bancjh
II

"Of all the bluegrasses,
Baron is resistant to more
diseases. I've had two different bluegrass fields side by
sideandBaronalways shows
more resistance. It holds up
its color throughout the
season with a mmimum of
water and fertilizer."

"I use Baron fo r every acre
of b luegrass I grow .
Baro n gives what yo u guys
call in yo ur advertisi ng...
a t ight-fisted mot syst em.
It holds together .. .I can
shake it like a ru g."

KENTUCKY
BLUEGRASS
U.S. Dwarf Variety Plan t Paten t No . 3 186

"When I need a herbicide,
Baron can take the shocks
better without streaks or
setbacks. It is an ag~ressive
grass needing only mmimum
maintenance practices."

"Baron comes up fast . ..
that's important to me. I
want to see fuzz in 7 days
so that the soil is protected
as soon as possible."

"It's hard enough getting the
seedbed ready; I'm not goi ng
to spoil everything with a
poor quality seed. I don't
know why every sod grower
doesn't use Baron. "

J\nd your Jamestown Fescue is great too."
"Jamestown
is perfect for a bluegrass blend ,
particularly Baron. It has great e)'e appeal a nd
when sod is needed for suri ana shaae areas
Jamestown/Baron really go well together.
One more comment from Berkley ... " When
you've got a good thing going - stick with it. "
There's not much more we can add excep t
that Lofts Pedigreed Seed Company .or a ny
authorized distributor is nearby wherever you
grow sod.
Exclusive North American Grower and Oi1trlbu tor :

Lofts

Pedigreed Seed, Inc.
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 / (201) 356-8700

o~
~
MEMBER

'•

*Tuckahoe T urf Farms, growers of 600 acres of cultivated
sod is one of the largest sod farms in New England.

r
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Tile Drainage
Tile drains were installed 20 feet apart across the
field from the center of the field into storm sewers along
the sidelines to provide for rapid removal of heavy
rainfall. These four inch perforated asbestos-cement
tiles were placed at a maximum depth of 24" .
Soil Mixture
Soil mixes were used to supplement the tile drains
in providing good internal drainage. These mixes were
chosen for a high degree of permeability determined to
remove an excess of 5" of water per hour. The mixture consisted of 40 % washed sand of mixed sizes, 30% Calcined
Clay; 20% peat; 10% silt loam. These materials were mixed
offsite then brought to the field and spread to a depth
of 8".
Automatic Irrigation
Automatic pop-up sprinklers and soil sensors combine to form the irrigation system. Eleven electrically
controlled valves each supply 3-4 pop-up heads to provide uniform coverage.
The electric soil moisture sensors control the irrigation system and are connected to each electric valve
which will activate the sprinklers when the soil moisture
level falls below a certain predetermined point. After
sufficient water is absorbed by the soil, the soil sensors
will automatically shut off the water supply to the valve.
Time clocks are set to prevent activation of the irrigation
system during use of the field. The system can also be
manually controlled.
The Grasses
A cool season-warm season grass mixture was selected since the field was to be in use all year round. A
combination of Meyer and Midwest Zoysiagrasses was

UCKAHOE
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chosen as summer turf and for the cool season, a mixture of Newport, Merion, Delta, Park, Windsor, Aboretum,
common, and some experimental bluegrasses were
chosen.
The blend was grown off-site, established as prime
sod which was then transported to the stadium and laid.

Soil Warming
To keep the bluegrasses green and growing in the
fall and winter and to stimulate early spring green-up
of the Zoysiagrass, the electric soil warming cables were
installed in the new field . This soil warming would allow
for thawed turf and no snow for football players and early
well established turf for early season baseball. Other
advantages were faster drying of soggy turf, improved seed
germination, early establishment of the original sod, and
earlier renovation of the football worn field prior to the
baseball season.
The heating elements were of the PVC insulated cables
buried 8'' below the soil surface and spaced 1 foot apart.
Over 110,000 feet of cable was required.
The soil warming system automatically turns on
when the air temperature falls below 40° F and/ or when
the temperatures at two inches below the surface falls
below 50° F, and operates at a heat output of 5 watts/
linear foot.
If this system was operated during off-peak hours
figuring on an average of 2200 hours of temperatures below 40° F, the cost would be about $4,000.00.
Pre-construction estimates were approximately
$65,000.00 for the three acres of turf, this includes materials, cost of installing the cables and bringing in the required power.
The managers of the stadium feel that this cost
becomes insignificant if it will provide safer, more attractive, more usable turf.
(Continued on Page 18)
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Indian Corner Rd.
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Merion Blends
Penncross Bentgrass
Beck's Big Roll
Sod System
Sod Palletized
Delivery Anywhere
In New England & N. Y.

*

Call Toll Free

800 556-6985
R.I. Res. Call 294-3377
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USE OF CABLES ON WARM SEASON PUTTING
GREENS
Because of the possible use of cables on putting
greens, experiments at Texas were performed with Tifgreen bermudagrass. The results indicate that a cable
depth of 23 cm will maintain soil temperatures near the
16 C level. There was a short lag in the rise of soil temperature following sudden drops in air temperature but this
lag was not considered critical because soil temperatures
at the 2.5 cm soil depth remained at or near the 16° C mark.
The Tifgreen remained green at all times except those
periods immediately following extreme cold air temperatures. However the rate of recovery was more rapid than
on unheated turf.
The height of cut was set at 1.27 cm. and it was found
that the height of cut had an effect on the appearance of
the grass on heated plots. When maintained at height of
.64-1.6cm. an acceptable appearance was obtained. Poorer
results were obtained when higher mowing heights were
used. It was assumed that heights exceeding 1.6cm
are excessive.

°

Use 11,1rg.1

ACTl-DIONE"
in your
Tees
Greens
Fairways
Program

Mowing height appears to have an effect esthetic
evaluations of the turfgrasses when subjected to soil
warming. It is probable that the zone from the soil surface to approximately 1.6cm was maintained at a high
enough temperature for photosynthesis to occur, and high
enough to avoid cell freezing and rupture during cold periods.

CONCLUSION
. The application of heat to the root zone of turfgrasses
involves both engineering and agronomic considerations.
Research in the field has led to acceptance of turf heating as a management tool in England and Sweden.
There is also a great potential for use in the United
States in multiple-sports arenas. Use of heating cables
~f ?olf courses is limited mainly by the cost, although
hm1ted uses on greens is feasible.
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These proven turf fungicides
help prevent or eradicate
Meltin g-o ut
Do llarspot
Leafs pot
Rust
Brown Patch
Fading-out
Powdery Mildew
Pink Patc h

Your golf course looks better and plays
better when your turf is healthy
Purdy Outhouse
45 Pleasant La ., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12603
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HAPPY NEW VEAR

FROM

Turf Grass Contributions
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the
following for their generous contribution to the Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council and apologize to
those we have failed to mention.
Scott Benty
Ernest Kallander
Frank Santos

$50.00
$10.00
$25.00

Mobil

$300.00

Edgewood Golf Course, Southwick, MA
Oreenoch Country Club, Lee, MA

$100.00
$ 50.00

Pequot Golf and Country Club, Stonington, CT
Pequot Golf Corporation
J&B Trucking
Pleasant Valley Country Club, Sutton, MA
Juniper Hill Golf Course, Inc., Northboro, MA
Green Harbor Golf Club, Marshfield, MA
Belmont Country Club, Belmont, MA
Hemlock Ridge Golf Course, Fiskdale, MA
Ledgemont Country Club, Seekonk, MA
Fields Point Manufacturing Corp., Waquoit, MA
Middleton Golf Course, Inc., Middleton, MA
Tatnuck Country Club, Worcester, MA

$ 50.00
$ 50.00
$ 25.00
$150.00
$100.00
$ 50.00
$100.00
$ 50.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$ 50.00

Join Your Massachusetts
Turf And Lawn
Grass Council
For more information write:
Mass. Turf and Lawn Grass Council
attn.: Dr. Joseph Troll
RFD #2, Hadley, Mass., 01035
The Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council is a non-profit corporation. Its officers derive no
benefits except the satisfaction of keeping Massachusetts and its neighbors first in turf. It was founded
on the principle of "Better Turf Through Research
and Education." We must support our University to
accomplish this, and we can with a large and strong
Turf Council.
Membership is not restricted to Massachusetts
residents or turf professionals alone, all are welcome
to take part. Write today .
. Our advertisers' contributions help make it possible for us to give you interesting issues of TURF
BULLETIN. We shall appreciate your mentioning to them that you saw their advertising in our columns.

